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We report a tunable optofluidic microlens configuration named the Liquid Gradient Refractive Index
(L-GRIN) lens for focusing light within a microfluidic device. The focusing of light was achieved
through the gradient refractive index (GRIN) within the liquid medium, rather than via curved
refractive lens surfaces. The diffusion of solute (CaCl2) between side-by-side co-injected microfluidic
laminar flows was utilized to establish a hyperbolic secant (HS) refractive index profile to focus light.
Tailoring the refractive index profile by adjusting the flow conditions enables not only tuning of the
focal distance (translation mode), but also shifting of the output light direction (swing mode), a second
degree of freedom that to our knowledge has yet to be accomplished for in-plane tunable microlenses.
Advantages of the L-GRIN lens also include a low fluid consumption rate, competitive focusing
performance, and high compatibility with existing microfluidic devices. This work provides a new
strategy for developing integrative tunable microlenses for a variety of lab-on-a-chip applications.

Introduction
Tunable microlenses have proven to be crucial components for
incorporating advanced functionalities into microfluidic or labon-a-chip systems.1 A tunable microlens adaptively reshapes the
input light, adjusting its focal position, intensity, beam profile,
and even propagation direction. Such fine tuning of the light is
critical for realizing a broad spectrum of lab-on-a-chip applications such as flow cytometry,2,3 single molecule detection,4 and
on-chip optical tweezers.5–7
Nearly all tunable microlenses developed so far are classic
refractive lenses and their working mechanism is straightforward: light beams bend when impinging upon the curved
refractive lens surfaces and are subsequently brought to focus;
the change of curvatures of refractive surfaces results in the
change of focal distances. Many out-of-plane tunable microlenses, which focus light in the direction perpendicular to the
microfluidic device plane, have been successfully developed from
this concept. These tunable microlenses provide adaptive
focusing with adjustable curved refractive surfaces, such as micro
meniscus surface actuated by electrowetting8 and stimuli-responsive hydrogels,9 and hydraulically actuated polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) membranes.10,11 From device integration perspective,
however, in-plane tunable microlenses which focus light parallel
to the device plane are more preferable as they can be simultaneously fabricated and seamlessly integrated with other on-chip
fluidic and optical components such as on-chip lasers12–14
a
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and waveguides,15,16 thus avoiding the complications in optical
alignment and device integration often occurring in out-of-plane
microlenses. On the other hand, due to the limitation of planar
device structures, it is difficult to readily adapt the lens tuning
mechanism of out-of-plane microlens to in-plane ones. As a result,
the majority of in-plane microlenses demonstrated thus far were
built with the non-tunable solid (e.g., PDMS) curved refractive
surfaces with fixed focal length.2,3,17,18
The challenges of implementing adjustable refractive microlens surfaces within the microfluidic device plane were recently
addressed with a group of tunable in-plane optofluidic microlenses. Optofluidic technology19,20 exploits the unique properties
of microfluidic flows to manipulate the light in microscale. The
refraction of light at curved, optically-smooth, liquid–liquid
interfaces between co-injected microfluidic laminar flows with
different refractive indices were utilized to realize the tunable
microlenses within the microfluidic device plane. Previously, we
reported a tunable optofluidic cylindrical microlens21 by
‘‘bending’’ a CaCl2/H2O liquid–liquid interface using the Dean
Flow effect.22–24 More recently, the Whitesides group introduced
a dynamically reconfigurable liquid–liquid lens25 which exploited
the convex shape of liquid–liquid interfaces in a microfluidic
expansion chamber. In both cases, curvatures of the liquid–liquid
interfaces were hydrodynamically modulated by simply adjusting
the flow conditions, and excellent flexibilities for lens tuning have
been achieved. The drawback of such methods, however, lies in
the fact that in order to avoid the smearing of the lens surfaces
(liquid–liquid interfaces) caused by diffusive mixing, a relatively
high flow velocity is needed to minimize the residence time of the
fluids in focusing region. Therefore, the fluid consumption rates
of such lenses are relatively high (hundreds of ml m1). Such high
flow rates have created difficulties in sustaining the lens over
a prolonged period. They also impose unrealistic requirement for
developing integrative on-chip pumps26 for lens control.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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The above-mentioned difficulties in creating and sustaining an
in-plane tunable classic refractive microlens challenge us to
search for alternative solutions. In this work, we report an inplane tunable microlens configuration that does not require
a curved lens surface. The method was named the Liquid
Gradient Refractive Index (L-GRIN) lens, as its focusing
mechanism resembles that of the solid-based Gradient Refractive
Index (GRIN) lens which is widely used in the optical fiber
industry for coupling and collimation.27 A GRIN lens often has
a transversely (perpendicular to the optical axis) variable
refractive index and a flat lens structure, in contrast to the curved
lens surface of a classic refractive lens. Rather than abruptly
changing its direction at the surfaces of classic refractive lenses
(Fig. 1A1), light travelling along the optical axis within such
a GRIN lens is gradually bent toward the optical axis and
brought to a focusing point (Fig. 1A2). The key to realizing
a GRIN lens is to establish light-focusing refractive index
gradient profiles within the lens material. Establishment of such
refractive index gradient profiles in solid materials (e.g., glass) is
difficult and often involves complex fabrication processes such as
microcontrolled dipcoating, field-assisted ion-exchange, or vapor
deposition,28 and the focusing cannot be tuned due to the fixed
refractive index gradient.
We have recognized that in microfluidic systems, refractive
index gradients can be readily obtained through controlled
diffusion of solutes29 or heat.30 From this observation we propose
a liquid-based GRIN lens that can conveniently adjust its

refractive index gradient, and hence the focusing pattern, by
manipulating the progress of diffusion. In the proposed L-GRIN
lenses, diffusion favors, rather than hinders, the working mechanism of the tunable microlens. Therefore, the L-GRIN lens can
operate at much-reduced flow rates, and the fluid consumption
can be dramatically lowered from the existing in-plane tunable
liquid–liquid microlenses.21,25 More importantly, with precise
microfluidic manipulation, one can change not only the focal
distance of the L-GRIN lens (Fig. 1A2 to 1A3) by adjusting the
refractive index contrast (difference between the maximum and
minimum in the gradient), but also the direction of output light
(Fig. 1A3 to 1A4) by shifting the optical axis. Such a tunable
microlens with two degrees of freedom enables an unprecedented
flexibility for on-chip manipulation of light.

Materials and methods
A variety of refractive index gradient profiles, such as parabolic27,31 and hyperbolic secant (HS) profiles,28,32,33 have been
studied for their light-focusing properties. In the proposed LGRIN lens, the establishment of light-focusing refractive index
gradient solely relies on the diffusion of the solute within the
fluidic flows. Therefore in this study we chose the HS profile
because its mathematical resemblance to the error function
(analytical solution to linear diffusion problem)34 suggests that
one may establish such a gradient through the diffusion in

Fig. 1 Principle and design of the L-GRIN lens. (A) A schematic diagram showing the comparison between the classic refractive lens (A1) and GRIN
lens (A2). Change of the refractive index contrast in GRIN lens can result in change of focal distance (A2–A3), and shift of optical axis can result in
change of output light direction (A4). (B) Schematic of the L-GRIN lens design (B1), microscopic image of the L-GRIN lens in operation (B2, left), and
the expected refractive index distribution at two locations (I and II) inside the lens (B2, right). High optical contrast areas (dark streaks) were observed
near the fluidic boundaries (B2, left), suggesting significant variation of refractive index due to the CaCl2 diffusion. (C) Schematic drawing showing two
operation modes of the L-GRIN lens: the translation mode with variable focal length including no-focusing (C1), a large focal distance (C2), and a small
focal distance (C3); and the swing mode with variable output light direction (C3–C5).
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a side-by-side laminar flow configuration. The refractive index
distribution of the HS profile is given by28
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n2(x) ¼ ns2 + (n02  ns2)sech2(ax)

(1)

where n(x) is the refractive index of the GRIN material at any
given transverse position x, n0 is the highest refractive index at
the center axis of the material, ns is the background (lowest)
refractive index of the material, and a is the gradient parameter.
With the HS refractive index profile, the input light beams can be
bent smoothly toward the optical axis of the GRIN material and
brought to a focusing point. The trajectory of light within the
material is determined by the refractive index distribution and
can be analytically solved.
The schematic of the L-GRIN lens design is shown in Fig. 1B1.
The device included four inlets and two outlet branches (two
branches share a common outlet in order to maintain the equal
back-pressure at both sides). CaCl2 solution (3.5 M, nD  1.41)
and H2O (nD  1.33) were injected into the device as shown in
Fig. 1B1. The refractive index of the mixture is linearly dependent on the CaCl2 concentration. Fig. 1B2 depicts a typical flow
pattern in the L-GRIN device with CaCl2 flow rates and H2O
flow rates at both sides being 3.0 ml m1 and 1.8 ml m1, respectively. On each side, two fluids of different refractive indices
merged to form co-injected laminar flows and establish a CaCl2
concentration distribution that resembles the error function or
half of the HS profile (cross-section I, Fig. 1B2). The convergence
of co-injected streams from both sides eventually results in
a complete HS-like refractive index distribution (cross-section II,
Fig. 1B2) in the main channel. The refractive index profile within
the main channel can be readily adjusted by changing the flow
rate from different inlets.
The input light from a semiconductor laser diode (wavelength
¼ 532 nm) or a halogen white-light source (Ocean Optics) was
coupled into the L-GRIN lens using a multi-mode optical fiber
(Ocean Optics, outer diameter ¼ 155 mm, core diameter ¼ 50 mm,
and nominal numerical aperture NA ¼ 0.22). The optical fiber
was aligned with the L-GRIN lens through a guide channel. The
thickness of PDMS between the aperture of the optical fiber and
the microfluidic channel was 100 mm. The height of channels was
155 mm throughout the device. The L-GRIN main channel has
a width of 160 mm. Two designs were used for different experimental characterizations. They only differ in the length of the
main channel, including a ‘‘long version’’ (main channel length ¼
400 mm, shown in Fig. 1B) and a ‘‘short version’’ (main channel
length ¼ 250 mm). All fluidic inlet and outlet channels were 50 mm
wide. The L-GRIN device was fabricated using standard soft
lithography. The injection of fluids was carried out using precision syringe pumps (KD Scientific 210). The image acquisition
was performed using an inverted optical microscope (Nikon TE
2000U), a 16-bit monochromatic CCD camera (CoolSNAP
HQ2), and a color digital camera (Nikon).
Fig. 1C depicts the two operation modes of the L-GRIN lens,
namely the ‘‘translation mode’’ and the ‘‘swing mode.’’ In both
modes, the flow rates of CaCl2 solutions remained unchanged. In
the translation mode, the refractive index contrast (difference
between n0 and ns in Eq. 1) can be adjusted by symmetrically
changing the flow rates of H2O from both sides to realize
different focal lengths, such as no focusing (Fig. 1C1), a large
2052 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2050–2058

focal length (Fig. 1C2), and a short focal length (Fig. 1C3). In the
swing mode, the direction of the output light can be adjusted in
device plane by shifting the optical axis of the L-GRIN lens with
asymmetrical adjustment of H2O flow rates from each side
(Fig. 1C3 to 1C5). One can operate two modes independently or
in combination.
To simulate and thus optimize the refractive index distribution
and light propagation in the L-GRIN lens at different flow
conditions, we adapted a combined approach of computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) and optical ray-tracing simulation. The
CFD simulation was conducted using a finite-volume based
commercial package, CFD-ACE + (ESI-CFD, U.S.A). A userroutine code was developed to couple the viscosity and density of
the solution with variable CaCl2 concentrations in the CFD
simulation.21 Grid density-independence tests were performed to
ensure that the grid density was sufficient. Refractive index
distribution obtained from CFD simulations was used for the
optical ray-tracing to study the trajectories of light during the
focusing process. The ABCD law based ray-tracing algorithm for
HS refractive index gradient29 was written in MATLAB. More
details of device fabrication and experiment setup can be found
in the ESI (Figs. S1 and S2).†

Result and discussions
Translation mode
In the translation mode, the fluidic injection rates were
symmetric about the axis of the device. The CaCl2 solution flow
rates were kept constant and H2O flow rates were adjusted to
change the refractive index contrast within the main channel. The
translation mode was studied using a long-version L-GRIN lens
(main channel length ¼ 400 mm) in order to cover a larger focal
length range. We first performed CFD studies on the distribution
of the CaCl2 concentration21 in the L-GRIN lens at different flow
conditions. The CaCl2 concentration distribution for a representative flow condition (CaCl2 flow rates ¼ 3.0 ml m1, H2O flow
rates ¼ 1.8 ml m1) is shown in Fig. 2A, which matches well with
the experimental result shown in Fig. 1B2. Fig. 2B shows crosssectional refractive index profiles at five different locations
(cross-sections 1–5, as indicated in Fig. 2A). The results indicate
that the CaCl2 concentration/refractive index profile were stable
along the length of the L-GRIN lens (cross-sections 2–4). At the
two ends of the L-GRIN lens (cross-sections 1 and 5), however,
the refractive index was almost uniform across the channel
width, with a value close to that of the PDMS (1.41). The
matched refractive indices between the fluids and PDMS reduced
the light scattering lost caused by the rough surfaces of PDMS
channels.25 Changing the flow conditions (CaCl2 flow rates ¼ 3.0
ml m1, H2O flow rates ¼ 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and 3.0 ml m1,
respectively) yielded different refractive index profiles in the LGRIN lens (cross-section 3), as shown in Fig. 2C. The figure
shows that with the fixed CaCl2 flow rate, higher H2O flow rates
result in larger refractive index contrast. We also noticed that the
simulated refractive index distributions in the L-GRIN lens can
be well fitted with the HS curves described in Eq. 1.
The parameters extracted from the CFD simulation were used
to conduct ray-tracing simulations for predicting the trajectories
of the input light during the focusing process (Fig. 2D). The
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 2 CFD and ray tracing simulation for the translation mode. (A) Simulated CaCl2 concentration distribution in a long-version L-GRIN lens (CaCl2
flow rate ¼ 3.0 ml m1 and H2O flow rate ¼ 1.8 ml m1). The color bar represents the molar concentration of CaCl2. (B) Cross-sectional CaCl2
concentration/refractive index profiles at different locations (top to bottom: cross-sections 1, 5, 4, 3, and 2, respectively, as defined in Fig. 2A). (C)
Refractive index profile at the middle of the L-GRIN lens (cross-section 3 defined in Fig. 2A) for different flow conditions (top to bottom, the CaCl2 flow
rates were fixed at 3.0 ml m1, and the H2O flow rates were 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and 3.0 ml m1, respectively). Dotted lines are HS curve fitting. (D) Raytracing simulation in a long-version L-GRIN lens using the parameters obtained from the CFD simulation. The flow conditions are indicated in the
graph (e.g., 3.0/3.0 represents CaCl2 flow rates ¼ 3.0 ml m1, and H2O flow rates ¼ 3.0 ml m1, respectively).

trajectories of the light beams were analytically solved using the
ABCD law29 between cross-sections 2 and 4. In the transition
regions where the ABCD law was not applicable due to the
variable refractive index along the channel length, the refractive
index domain was discretized and the beam was traced grid-togrid using the Snell’s law.21 The ray-tracing simulations clearly
show that the focal length can be adjusted by changing flow
conditions. Higher H2O flow rates (when CaCl2 flow rates are
constant) result in larger refractive index contrast, which causes
light to bend toward the lens axis more significantly and leads to
the decreased focal distance.
The ray-tracing experiments for the translation mode are
shown in Fig. 3. To observe the trajectory of the input light beam
(from a semiconductor laser diode, wavelength ¼ 532 nm) in the
L-GRIN lens during the variable focusing process, we dyed both
CaCl2 solution and H2O with fluorescent dye rhodamine B (10 mg
ml1; excitation wavelength ¼ 532 nm; emission wavelength ¼
560 nm). With rhodamine-dyed solution, the light path within
the L-GRIN lens shows a reddish color due to the fluorescent
emission of the rhodamine. Light passing through the PDMS
substrate near the channel wall displays a green or yellowish
color, which can be attributed to the scattered laser excitation
light (green), or combined effects of the scattered laser light
(green) and fluorescence (red) emitted by the rhodamine that
diffuses into PDMS. The refractive index change of the solution
caused by the rhodamine was negligible due to the low dye
concentration. In Fig. 3A, the fluid injection was halted after the
channel was filled with both fluorescently doped fluids. In this
case, the refractive index in the L-GRIN lens was homogenous
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

due to the complete mixing of the two fluids, and light travelled
through the lens without any significant distortion, resulting in
a cone-shaped divergent output light path.
To characterize the change of focal length during the variable
light focusing process, the L-GRIN lens was subsequently tested
at each of the flow conditions used in the ray-tracing simulation
(Fig. 2D). Figs. 3B to 3F depict the focusing pattern in the LGRIN lens at different flow conditions. The trajectories of light
were shown to bend smoothly in the fluid-based refractive index
gradient and brought into a focal point. The change of the
focusing position was evident from the experiments. The images
also record the change of the flow patterns within the microfluidic channel, which is more evident in the video taken in the
same variable focusing process (Video S1 in the ESI†). The
experimental results (Figs. 3B to 3F) match well with the raytracing simulation (Fig. 2D). The numerical aperture (NA) of the
L-GRIN lens varied from nearly zero in Fig. 3B to approximately 0.30 in Fig. 3F (NA ¼ nsinQ, where n ¼ 1.40 and Q is
half of the output light exit angle after focusing and was
measured to be 0 from Fig. 3B and 12.5 from Fig. 3F). Such
NA is sufficient for on-chip applications such as multi-fiber
optical trapping (typical NA  0.1).5,6 Further optimization of
numerical aperture is needed to achieve NA > 1.0, which is
necessary for single-fiber optical trap.7
The focal distance, defined as the distance between the
focusing position and the aperture of the optical fiber, was
measured from the simulation and experimental results in Figs. 2
and 3, and plotted as a function of sheath flow rate (Fig. S3 in the
ESI†). A good agreement between the simulation and experiment
Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2050–2058 | 2053
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Fig. 3 Ray-tracing experiments for the translation mode to characterize
the variable focal length at different flow conditions. (A) Ray tracing for
stagnant flow (homogenous refractive index). (B–F) Ray tracing for
dynamic flow. The CaCl2 flow rates were fixed at 3.0 ml m1 and the H2O
flow rates were (B) 0.6, (C) 1.2, (D) 1.8, (E) 2.4, and (F) 3.0 ml m1,
respectively.

was found. The tuning range for the focal distance is approximately from 1,200 to 500 mm as the sheath flow rate increases. It
is possible to achieve shorter focal distance, and hence larger NA,
by increasing the refractive index contrast (e.g., increasing the
concentration of CaCl2 solution or adapting other fluids with
higher refractive index).
The optical performance of the L-GRIN lens was further characterized by evaluating the tunability of the beam profile and light
intensity. To measure the width and intensity distribution of
focused beams, the cross-sectional images of the focused light
beams at each flow condition were obtained using a side-view
imaging21,35–37 method (Fig. S2 in the ESI†). The experiment was
conducted in a short-version L-GRIN lens (main channel length ¼
250 mm). A halogen white light source, instead of a laser diode, was
used in the experiments due to the better image quality. Measurements were started by setting the CaCl2 solution flow rates at 3.0 ml
min1 and H2O flow rates at 1.8 ml min1. The sharpest possible
cross-sectional image (Fig. 4A3) of the light spot at this flow rate
was first obtained, after which the focal plane of the microscope
2054 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2050–2058

Fig. 4 Characterization of the focused light beam profile in the translation mode. (A) Cross-sectional image of the focused light for different
flow conditions (A1: 3.0/3.0, which represents CaCl2 flow rates ¼ 3.0 ml
m1 and H2O flow rates ¼ 3.0 ml m1; A2: 3.0/2.4; A3: 3.0/1.8; A4: 3.0/1.2;
A5: 3.0/0.6; and A6: 0.0/0.0). (B) and (C) are the intensity distributions of
the focused light in Z and X directions. The intensity readings were
sampled at a 10 mm interval from the images in (A) and fitted with
Gaussian curves. The flow conditions are indicated in the graphs (e.g.,
3.0/3.0 represents CaCl2 flow rates ¼ 3.0 ml m1 and H2O flow rates ¼
3.0 ml m1). (D) Plot of beam width (FWHM) measured from (C) as
a function of sheath flow rate.

lens and the flow rate of CaCl2 solution were fixed while the H2O
flow rates were adjusted to tune the focusing position. Changes in
the shapes and intensities of the light spots demonstrate the
focusing effect and tuning behavior. Increasing the H2O flow rate
shortened the focusing distance and causes the light to focus before
reaching the microscope focal plane (over-focused, Fig. 4A1 and
Fig. 4A2). On the other hand, decreasing the H2O flow rate caused
an increase of the focal distance and under-focused light spots
(Fig. 4A4 and Fig. 4A5). In both cases, the focusing positions were
moved away from the fixed microscope focal plane, the width of
light spots in the X direction increased, and the light intensity
decreased. Ceasing the injection of both fluids created an unfocused light spot (Fig. 4A6) of which the intensity was much lower
than the sharply focused light spot in Fig. 4A3.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 4B and 4C show the quantitative analysis of the light
intensity distribution along the center lines of focused light spot
in X and Z directions. The results indicate that the intensity
distributions of focused light beam in both X and Z directions
follow the Gaussian distribution. The L-GRIN lens focuses light
in the X-Y device plane. Therefore, in the Z direction the peak
intensity varied with the flow rate, while the base peak width was
maintained at 160 mm, which is consistent with the width of the
divergent beam in the Z direction. In the X direction, however,
both the peak intensity and beam width varied with the flow rate.
This phenomenon was due to the focusing effect in the X–Y
plane. The peak intensity enhancement factor (light intensity in
Fig. 4A3 divided by that in Fig. 4A6) was calculated to be 8,
which is among the highest enhancement factors reported.25
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the beam along
the X direction was extracted from the Fig. 4C and plotted as
a function of sheath flow rate in Fig. 4D. The minimum width
(the well-focused light beam, Fig. 4A3) was estimated to be 22
mm, which is sufficient for on-chip optical applications such as
flow cytometry. We believe that the major limiting factor for
further reducing the beam width at the current stage is the
aberration of the lens (non-ideal refractive index distribution). In
order to achieve higher beam quality, further optimization of the
diffusion profile is necessary. This is possible by using more
sophisticated and precise methods to control microfluidic
diffusion.38–41
In order to demonstrate its compatibility with other microfluidic components and potential in lab-on-a-chip applications,
we incorporated the L-GRIN lens into a simplified microfluidic
flow cytometry device (Fig. 5). The device includes a shortversion L-GRIN lens and a neighboring channel with flowing
particles (Bangs Laboratories, 9.85 mm polystyrene fluorescent
particles, excitation wavelength ¼ 525 nm, emission wavelength
¼ 565 nm). The flow rate of CaCl2 solution and H2O in the
GRIN lens were set at 3.0 ml m1 and 1.8 ml m1, respectively.
These parameters, along with the device geometry, were chosen
to ensure that light was focused within the particle channel.
Fig. 5A to 5C show three consecutive images of a chain of
individual particles travelling through the illumination region
defined by the L-GRIN lens. The results show that the fluorescent particle emitted fluorescence (Fig. 5B) only when they
entered the illumination region, whereas no fluorescence was
observed (Figs. 5A and 5C) from nearby particles outside the
illumination area.

Swing mode
The swing mode operates in a slightly different flow condition
from the translation mode. The CaCl2 flow rate was kept
constant at 3.0 ml m1 from each side (6.0 ml m1 in total from
both sides). On the other hand, the H2O flow rate from each side
was adjusted asymmetrically, while keeping the total H2O flow
rate from the two sides constant (6.0 ml m1). We tested several
typical combinations of H2O flow rates including 5.4/0.6
(abbreviation for 5.4 ml m1 from the left side and 0.6 ml m1 from
the right), 4.2/1.8, 3.0/3.0, 1.8/4.2, and 0.6/5.4 ml m1. The
experiments were conducted using a short-version L-GRIN lens
in order to achieve a larger swing range.
The CFD simulated CaCl2 concentration distribution for
a representative flow condition in the swing mode (CaCl2 flow
rate ¼ 3.0 ml m1 on both side, H2O flow rate ¼ 1.8/4.2 ml m1)
was shown in Fig. 6A. The asymmetrical distribution of the
CaCl2 concentration was clearly shown in the simulation. Fig. 6B
shows the cross-sectional refractive index profiles at five different
locations (cross-sections 1–5, as indicated in Fig. 6A). The results
indicate that the CaCl2 concentration (or refractive index) profile
was stable along the length of the L-GRIN lens (cross-sections 2–
4), which was similar to the observations in the translation mode
(Fig. 2B). The profiles at the two ends were not as uniform as
those in the translation mode, but they still provide decent
refractive index match to PDMS (n ¼ 1.41). Fig. 6C shows the
changes of refraction index distribution in the middle of the LGRIN lens (cross-section 3) with different flow conditions
(CaCl2 flow rates ¼ 3.0 ml m1 on both sides, and H2O flow rates
¼ 3.0/3.0, 1.8/4.2, and 0.6/5.4 ml m1, respectively). We noted that
all refractive index profiles can be well fitted with the HS profiles,
expect for a small portion near the edge of the L-GRIN lens
(H2O flow rate ¼ 0.6/5.4 ml m1). However, this deviation would
not affect the focusing result since light was not expected to travel
through this portion. We further noted that although the
refractive index distributions were no longer symmetric about the
centerline of the main channel, they are symmetric about their
own axes. The shift of the axis position (indicated by the arrows
in the diagram) is evident.
The ray-tracing simulation for the swing mode was conducted
using the same method as previously described in the translation
mode. The simulated results (Fig. 6D) reveal that in the swing
mode the off-optical-axis input light can still be focused toward
the optical axis, which leads the output light toward a different

Fig. 5 Consecutive images (A–C) showing the L-GRIN lens integrated with a microfluidic flow cytometry device. The traced particle (highlighted by
a white arrow) only emitted fluorescence when entering the light-focusing region near the centre axis of the L-GRIN lens. No fluorescent emission was
observed from the neighboring particles that were outside the light-focusing region.
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Fig. 6 CFD and ray-tracing simulation for the swing mode. (A) Simulated CaCl2 concentration distribution (CaCl2 flow rates ¼ 3.0 ml m1 on each side,
and the H2O flow rate on the left ¼ 1.8 ml m1, and the H2O flow rate on the right ¼ 4.2 ml m1, abbreviated as 1.8/4.2 ml m1) in a short-version L-GRIN
lens. The color bar represents the molar concentration of CaCl2. (B) Cross-sectional CaCl2 concentration/refractive index profiles at different locations
(top to bottom: cross-sections 1, 5, 4, 3, and 2 defined in A). (C) Refractive index profile at the middle of the L-GRIN lens (cross-section 3) for different
flow conditions (left to right: CaCl2 solution flow rates were fixed at 3.0 ml m1 on both sides, and the H2O flow rates were 0.6/5.4, 1.8/4.2, and 3.0/3.0 ml
m1, respectively). Dotted lines are HS curve fitting. (D) Ray-tracing simulation in a short-version L-GRIN lens using the parameters obtained from the
CFD simulation. The flow conditions are indicated in the graph (i.e., 1.8/4.2 represents H2O flow rate ¼ 1.8 ml m1 on the left and 4.2 ml m1 on the right).

direction. They also reveal that the swing angle of the output
light can be further adjusted by shifting the position of optical
axis. The swing angle increased when H2O flow rates from each
side became further unbalanced. Swing in the opposite side can
be conveniently achieved by simply switching the H2O flow rates.
To experimentally observe the change of the output light
propagation in the swing mode, similar ray tracing experiments
were conducted as previously described in the translation mode.
Both CaCl2 solution and H2O were dyed with rhodamine to
show the light path of focused beam. A short-version L-GRIN
lens was operated at the same flow conditions as those used in the
simulation (Fig. 6D). Fig. 7 depicts the light focusing patterns at
different flow conditions (from 7A to 7E, CaCl2 flow rate ¼ 3.0/
3.0 ml m1, and H2O flow rates ¼ 5.4/0.6, 4.2/1.8, 3.0/3.0, 1.8/4.2,
and 0.6/5.4 ml m1, respectively). Fig. 7C shows the neutral
position of the focused light when the H2O flow rates on both
sides were equal (3.0/3.0 ml m1). In this case, the refractive index
in the L-GRIN lens was symmetric, and light was focused at the
centerline of the device. From Fig. 7C to Fig. 7A (or from
Fig. 7C to Fig. 7E), the focused output light gradually moved
away from the channel centerline as the H2O flow rates on two
sides become increasingly unbalanced. Both the focusing of light
and the change of the output light direction were evident. The
images also show the change of the flow patterns within the
microfluidic channel, which is more evident from a video of the
same variable focusing process (Video S2 in the ESI†). The swing
angle for each flow rate was measured from the simulation and
experimental results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 and plotted as a function
2056 | Lab Chip, 2009, 9, 2050–2058

of the sheath flow rate (Fig. S4 in the ESI†). A good agreement
between the simulation and experiment was found. The results
show a maximum swing angle of approximately 12 . A larger
swing angle is possible by further optimizing the refractive index
gradient and channel geometries.
To the best of our knowledge, the swing mode of in-plane
tunable microlenses has never been previously demonstrated. We
believe that this additional degree of freedom in tunable microlenses can be of great interest for optics-based lab-on-a-chip
applications such as on-chip confocal microscope42 and trapping/
transporting microparticles/cells with fiber-based optical tweezers,5–7 in which the scanning of the sample or change of the light
propagation direction is needed.

Conclusions
In this study, an on-chip tunable optofluidic microlens configuration named L-GRIN lens was presented. In the L-GRIN lens,
light is focused due to the gradient refractive index within the
liquid medium, rather than curved refractive interfaces used in
existing microlenses. This unique microlens mechanism not only
enables the flexible changing of the focal distance (translation
mode), but also allows shifting of the output light direction
(swing mode), a second degree of freedom that to our knowledge
has yet to be accomplished for in-plane tunable microlenses. The
combination of CFD and ray-tracing simulations proves to be an
effective method to numerically prototype the L-GRIN lens.
The L-GRIN lens can be readily fabricated via the standard
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 7 Ray-tracing experiments for the swing mode to characterize the variable output light direction at different flow conditions. The CaCl2 flow rates
were fixed at 3.0 ml m1 on both sides, and the H2O flow rates were (A) 5.4 ml m1 on the left and 0.6 ml m1 on the right (abbreviated as 5.4/0.6), (B) 4.2/
1.8, (C) 3.0/3.0, (D) 1.8/4.2 and (E) 0.6/5.4 ml m1, respectively.

soft-lithography technique and is highly compatible with other
microfluidic components. It also shows a high tunability and
strong focusing performance. The NA of the microlens ranges
from nearly 0 to 0.3, and the angle of output light direction can
be freely adjusted within 12 . A focused beam width of 22 mm
was achieved, and the peak intensity enhancement factor in the
L-GRIN lens was 8, which is among the highest enhancement
factors that have been reported.25 The operational flow rate of
the L-GRIN lens is on the order of a few ml m1, which is >100
times lower than those in the previously reported in-plane
tunable liquid–liquid lenses.21,25 Such a significant reduction in
liquid consumption leads to sustainable operation of the lens and
much less stringent requirements in the future on-chip pumping
systems for lens control. In summary, the L-GRIN lens delivers
excellent flexibility, performance, and compatibility, and it
should benefit a wide variety of optics-based lab-on-a-chip
applications.
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